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A Loyal and Faithful Jew 

 

 This morning’s Torah portion  has fascinated and troubled scholars and 

ordinary folks for thousands of years.   It is called the Akeidah, in English the 

Binding of Isaac, although Isaac is really just minor a character in the episode.  

One day God tells Abraham to sacrifice Isaac.  Abraham doesn’t question God 

about this or tell Sarah or Isaac what he is asked to do.  He sets out to comply.  As 

a reward for Abraham’s obedience, Isaac’s life is spared.  The usual lesson drawn 

is that obedience to God’s command is a virtue.   Even if what is being asked is 

quite honestly horrifying and something which none of us would ever dream of 

doing.   So maybe the real lesson is not exactly about obedience at all. The 

text says that God wants to test Abraham.  The test involves a question of 

obedience but only as the means for determining whether Abraham passes.  The 

test is actually about loyalty.  God wants to know if Abraham is loyal.  Will he 

stick to this new enterprise the success of which depends on Abraham?  Surely 

God doesn’t want Abraham to kill his son.  Abraham proves his loyalty, God is 

happy, Isaac is spared, and life goes on.  Loyalty not obedience. 

 Over the past several months in the discussion about the Iran Agreement 

we’ve been hearing quite a lot about loyalty and its close cousins,  disloyalty and 
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dual loyalty.  Prime Minister Netanyahu, the leader of the opposition to the 

Agreement, said that loyal Jews should oppose the Agreement.  It has made me 

think about what makes for a loyal or faithful Jew.   The popular wisdom about this 

morning’s Torah portion equates, mistakenly I believe, obedience and loyalty.  

Being a loyal or faithful Jew means something different than obeying God and 

certainly different than obeying Prime Minister Netanyahu. 

 Since you brought him up, let me say a few words about Prime Minister 

Netanyahu.  The agreement, whether one likes it or not,  prevents Iran from 

building a nuclear bomb for at least ten years.  Netanyahu has been saying for over 

a year that Iran is only months away from the ability to build a bomb.  Moving that 

point from a few months to more than ten years out is not insignificant and 

Netanyahu makes an error in judgment not to acknowledge that.  Netanyahu makes 

another error in judgment by prolonging his very public love affair with the 

Republican Party.  Support for Israel in the United States has historically been a 

bipartisan matter.  One Israeli government after the other has developed close ties 

with American administrations and members of Congress of both parties.  Aside 

from being unseemly, getting into bed with the Republicans risks this special 

relationship.  Netanyahu seems not to care, though surely he knows,  that the 

Republican Party’s swooning over him is tactical.  The Republicans’ strategic 

interest is thwarting President Obama.  In the current environment, the Republicans 
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will throw Netanyahu over the side of the boat if it suits their domestic political 

goal.  Netanyahu makes another error in judgment by prolonging his public 

estrangement from President Obama.  It has certainly has created an unnecessary 

stumbling block between two allies who have an abundance of common interests. 

 Let’s return to what comprises the profile of a loyal and faithful Jew living 

in the early decades of the twenty-first century.  I suggest we have four kinds of 

obligations: to ourselves personally, to other human beings, to God,  and to the 

Jewish people as a whole.  Let’s consider them in that order. 

 Our Reform Jewish founders engaged in a debate about the balance between 

Jewish particularism and Jewish universalism. In slightly different words between 

the importance of uniquely Jewish ceremonies and rituals on the one side and 

teachings about ethical living held widely by people of other faiths on the other.  

The universalists won the debate, and the pendulum between these two positions  

moved dramatically.  No more Bar Mitzvahs, no more concern with dietary 

traditions, no more long, repetitive services, the virtual elimination of Hebrew, 

considerable hostility towards Zionism and Jewish settlement in Palestine, a 

complete restructuring of education for children and its confinement to one day a 

week,  and a new focus on social issues, economic justice,  racial equality, and 

civil rights and liberties.  Beth Ahabah was a perfect example of the shift.  Still, we 
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were Jews and there was a distinctiveness about us which never disappeared and 

was, in fact, cherished and nurtured.   

 The debate between the two ends of the spectrum never really ended and by 

the mid-twentieth century the pendulum began to swing back towards the middle.  

In the 1950s it was common to hear in Reform synagogues that the reason for the 

pressure for embracing more ceremony, ritual, and Hebrew was “those 

Conservative Jews” who joined our synagogues and wanted them to be like the 

ones they left.  Or “the Russians,” an epithet spoken with contempt and meant to 

conjure up herring eating, tenement dwelling, and Yiddish speaking immigrants 

just off the boat.  Never mind that by then we were already living in the same 

neighborhoods, going to the same schools, and marrying each other.   

 It wasn’t the Conservative Jews or the Russians who moved the pendulum 

back towards Jewish particularism.  It was the times.  And the pendulum has 

continued to move for the last half century and we Reform Jews are front and 

center in the shift.  It’s time to stop the debate and it’s time for us to embrace 

without guilt, argument, or condescension the beauty and richness of Jewish 

ceremonies and rituals.  Each of us can find our own level of observance, and we 

can accept and respect a diversity of practice among us.  Kippah or bare head; tallit 

or not; more Hebrew or less; sing along or be quiet; a little bowing here and there.  
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It’s time to get past these differences and time to see them as healthy signs of 

strength of our Congregation.   

 Regrettably the movement of the pendulum back towards more tradition in 

Jewish life has been, for too many of us, accompanied by indifference to the 

problems of our city, country, and the world.  I’m happy that some of us want to 

weave our own tallises and tie our own tzi-tzit.  I’m saddened that it seems to come 

at the expense of outrage over gun violence, discrimination against minorities and 

the poor, lack of universal access to decent healthcare,  entrenched poverty and 

widespread hunger, poor housing conditions, lack of employment opportunities, 

unequal education and underperforming schools, restriction of voting rights, 

indifference to climate change, limitations on access to safe abortions,  and the 

deplorable treatment of immigrants and refugees.   

 It was not a liberal American Reform Rabbi who said, “Be like the disciples 

of Aaron, loving peace and pursuing it.”  It was not a liberal American Reform 

Rabbi who said, “Let justice run down like the waters and righteousness like a 

mighty stream.”  It was not a liberal American Reform Rabbi who said “beat your 

swords into plowshares and learn war no more.”    It was not a liberal American 

Reform Rabbi who said, “If I am only for myself what am I?”  It was not a liberal 

American Reform Rabbi who said “Love your neighbor as yourself.”  These 

teachings are essential parts of the core of Judaism.  It is correct that Judaism does 
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not require us to solve every problem in the world but Judaism does expect us to 

do our part in working towards just and fair solutions.  We are blessed to be Jews 

living in the United States.  We are arguably the most prosperous and secure 

community of Jews which has ever lived.  Yes, we need to tend to the well-being 

of our families and to our own peace of mind.  Yes, we are entitled to look after 

our own needs and pursue our own dreams.    But none of these strivings is 

incompatible with deep involvement in the problems around us and strong 

advocacy for the legitimate needs of those whose voices are silenced or ignored, 

for the weak and powerless, and for those who are not as fortunate as we are.   

 There are some who argue that a loyal and faithful Jew does what God 

commands.  They often point to this morning’s Torah portion and to Abraham, 

obedient Abraham,  as the exemplar of the faithful, loyal Jew.  But there is another 

version of Abraham which the Torah presents and which is at odds with the 

obedient Abraham of this morning’s Torah portion.  This is the Abraham who asks 

God whether God, in God’s anger and disgust over Sodom and Gomorrah and 

God’s determination to wipe out both cities, will “sweep away the innocent along 

with the guilty.”  “Shall not the Judge of all the earth deal justly?” Abraham 

demands.    In relating this story, the Torah is teaching us that a loyal and faithful 

Jew may confront and challenge God and hold God accountable for God’s actions.  

 Another Biblical role model is Job,  honest, respected and respectable, the 
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doer of good deeds, who demands from God an explanation for the unjust and 

unfair things which have been inflicted upon him.    The more he talks about his 

plight the more unfair it becomes to him and the angrier he gets at God.  Finally 

God tells Job that God doesn’t have to give him an explanation.  It is as if God 

said, "That’s life; cope with it." 

 The lesson is that we, like Job, need not simply accept something which 

seems to come from God or which someone says comes from God.  We can 

challenge and we can demand explanations.  We can argue and even differ with 

our sources of authority and even with God. 

 What about Abraham in this morning’s Torah portion?  Is he not showing 

his loyalty and faithfulness by being obedient?  It turns out that the ancient Rabbis 

were troubled by Abraham’s apparent obedience.  In the Midrash, the ancient 

Rabbis invent a long conversation between Abraham and God in which Abraham 

expresses his anger at what God has asked him to do and demands a quid pro quo 

from God for having put Abraham and Isaac through this harrowing experience.  

The ancient rabbis transform the apparently obedient Abraham of the Akeidah into 

the assertive, challenging Abraham of the Sodom and Gomorrah episode as well as 

the confrontational Job.  The message for us is clear.  Being partners with God, and 

a faithful and loyal Jew, carries with it certain privileges, and one of them is the 

right to challenge authority both divine and human.    
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 There are, finally, certain obligations a loyal and faithful Jew has to the 

Jewish people.   I am confident the Jewish people will survive.  But that doesn’t 

mean that liberal Judaism, or Beth Ahabah, or even Israel will survive.  The loss of 

any one of these will diminish the Jewish people.  Part of what it means for us to 

be loyal, faithful Jews is to contribute to their well-being.  Of all the obligations 

we’ve spoken about this morning these are probably the easiest to understand and 

therefore may be the easiest to ignore or take for granted.  That’s the very reason 

we need to remind and dedicate ourselves to these obligations as well. 

 Reform Judaism is the largest synagogue movement in the country because 

of the values we stand for.  We believe in the dignity and worth of everybody who 

comes to us looking for a spiritual home.  We not only accept but cherish the 

diversity which characterizes modern Jewish families.  We value the truths of 

Jewish Tradition and the insights into life offered by the artists, scientists, thinkers, 

and teachers of every age including our own.  We listen for God’s voice and speak 

to God in a variety of voices.  We engage the human condition and the world in 

which we live.  We contribute to the future of liberal Judaism by embracing these 

values and holding them dear. 

 While few of us have a direct, personal stake in the State of Israel, we all 

benefit from its existence.  It is a living laboratory for the creation and testing of 

Jewish ideas, knowledge, and experience.  It is the heart which sustains Jewish life 
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around the world.  It is indeed imperfect, sometimes infuriatingly so.  There is no 

reason to justify its wrongdoings or remain silent about its faults.  Israelis certainly 

don’t and neither should we.  Yet Israel is constantly expected to justify its 

existence and defend its legitimacy by others whose hypocrisy goes unchallenged.  

It is crucial that we be knowledgeable about and advocates for Israel so that we can 

combat the ignorance and bias which characterizes so much of the conversation 

about it.  And most important of all we should visit it and experience firsthand its 

vitality and beauty. 

 And now Beth Ahabah.    It is not enough to stand on history, size, or 

beauty.  What is important is we are the home which puts into practice the values 

of liberal Judaism.  We are the home where we celebrate one another’s joys and 

share one another’s sorrows.  We are the home where our children are married and 

our loved ones buried.  We are the home where our youth are educated about 

Judaism, stand before us at their B’nei Mitzvah, and form lasting friendships.  We 

are the home where we engage Jewish ideas and sharpen our Jewish minds.  We 

are the home where we encounter the richness of Jewish Tradition and feel the 

rhythms of the Jewish calendar.  We are the home where we listen for God’s voice 

and seek the satisfaction of inner peace and personal contentment.  We are the 

home where we face ourselves honestly and resolve to improve our lives and the 

world around us.  We are the home where we express regret about our deeds and 
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ask for forgiveness.  We are the home where we catch up with old friends and  

make new ones.  We are the home for matters sometimes profound and sometimes 

mundane.  We are the home for those who are weary and tired, lost or searching.  

We are all this and much more.  To say we are the home for love may sound corny 

to some ears or a touch risqué to others but it is the essence of our name and in its 

purity reflects what we hope to find in our lives and in our Jewish home.  

 It has been this way for many generations but it is so for us because those 

who came before us did their part to be loyal and faith Jews of Beth Ahabah.  Shall 

we be the generation which parts ways with the vital obligation of sustaining our 

home?  The answer, of course, is no.  Just as we shall endeavor to be loyal and 

faithful Jews; just as we shall strive to fulfill our obligations to ourselves, to others 

around us, to God, and to the Jewish People, so shall we ensure the future and 

vision of our own home, our house of love, our Beth Ahabah.    

 

(RH am 2015)  


